Chappell

Editor:
The lack of insight on this campus amazes me. It appears that only a few flowers scented and polished marble top are needed to persuade individuals to utopian idealisings.

What is needed on this campus is a leader who is definitive and realistic, simple and to the point, experienced and knowledgeable—yet willing to listen.
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O'Connor

Editor:
I would like to talk to every concerned student attending Cal Poly. On May 7-8, you as students have a right to exercise your choice of candidates to represent you fine university. This year many of our problems were discussed with the Student Body through carefully timed news releases of information that told only part of the actual story. Campaign promises were made, but were they fulfilled?

What a refreshing change we as students could receive if a candidate campaigns without mud-throwing, (2) enters as a candidate for election without demonstrating a personal "vendetta" towards University Administrations Policies, (3) enter as a candidate for election without charging the university with any illegal, unprofessional, and unethical interests, (4) enter as a candidate for election for the mere establishment of a "vendetta" towards University Administrations Policies, (5) enter as a candidate for election for the mere establishment of a "vendetta" towards University Administrations Policies, (6) enter as a candidate for election for the mere establishment of a "vendetta" towards University Administrations Policies.

The real question underlying both these issues is the principle of campaigning—both the central aspect of their lives, the University campus. Because Mike Hurtado has worked toward the established above, I am supporting him for A.S.I. President. Other issues I support him on include:

1. Strong Housing Officer, able to take legal action against discrimination and extreme rents and sub-

2. wanted increased communications on campus politics. Isn't it amazing that this is exactly what a candidate—Chappell and Spirit King is to criticize anything then it should be the students who have expressed their wants and desires to Rob Chappell. So they wouldn't rather have a balanced, bright, southern persos

2. wanted increased students activity on campus including concerts, concerts, and intramurals.

3. wanted better communications on campus politics. Isn't it amazing that this is exactly what a candidate—Chappell and Spirit King is to criticize anything then it should be the students who have expressed their wants and desires to Rob Chappell. So they wouldn't rather have a balanced, bright, southern persos

Wouldn't you rather have a balanced, bright, southern person who understands his platform on student feedback than a president who will have two sets of ideological crap?

Jorgenson

Editor:
This year's A.S.I. Presidential race represents a tough decision. It's a choice that involves five candidates who all have the potential and qualifications to do the job of A.S.I. President. However, the job requires a little more than just potential and qualifications. It's a known fact from past experience that just because a person has held a student government position does not necessarily mean that he can achieve effective communication and satisfactory results from the system. To obtain these desired products, one must have already laid the groundwork before entering into the responsibility of managing the entire student body.

Through our experience in working with each of the five candidates, Doug Jorgenson is the only candidate who has achieved effective avenues of communication and obtained positive results. Due to these accomplishments, it is clear that Doug Jorgenson is the only man for the job.

Hayes

Editor:
If dedication and "stick-to-itiveness" are any criteria for becoming a SAC representative, Sue Stevenson would more than qualify.

As SAC representative for the School of Communicative Arts and Humanities this past year, she has gone far beyond the minimum in exerting time and energy to fulfill that obligation. I know that you would be remiss if you didn't do this. I have known few people with

Sue Stevenson would more than qualify, have a right to exercise your choice of candidates to represent you fine university. This year many of our problems were discussed

1. Fair funding for Women's

4. increased knowledge of the community as a whole and the vested interests at drastic student ex-

5. increased knowledge of the community as a whole and the vested interests at drastic student ex-
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No endorsement

Editor says: Take your pick

Well, it's that time of year again when tradition calls for the Mustang Daily editor to endorse a candidate for ASI President. And I'm afraid I have to break tradition — not by choice, but by necessity.

Granted, each of the candidates has his good points, and a few have very STRONG good points. But all, at the same time, have qualities or ideas I feel could severely hamper the efficiencies of the ASI.

I know what a strong influence Mustang Daily has been in the past bringing the candidate it endorses to victory, and I don't feel I am prepared to wield that influence, as unsure as I am of my own vote.

Nevertheless, I'll take a look at each of the five presidential candidates, both on the basis of their ASI work records and then as I have been able to view them during the past few weeks.

Poly is presented with an unusual dilemma this time around — there is a candidate for everyone's political tastes: two conservatives (Rob Chappell and Greg Fowler), two liberals (Doug Jorgenson and Mike Hurtado), and one moderate (Kevin O'Connor).

If I were forced to choose between the conservatives, I have no doubt in my mind to vote would go to Greg Fowler. He is an experienced, cool-minded individual with a lot of up-to-date ideas. From my observations, he's run a fair and efficient campaign.

My thoughts is, which can be an advantage, but he may be too outspoken for his own good. The ASI president must be a diplomat as well as a leader, and Hurtado fails the diplomatic test. On the other hand, he has some dynamic ideas for next year and the personality to go with them. I have no doubt that he will fulfill most of his promises, and that, if nothing else, he will not be an inactive leader.

Doug Jorgenson was originally my choice for endorsement, but my ideas have radically been changed by the way he has NOT run his campaign. He seems to believe that he'll be able to drill triumphantly into the office on Scott Plotkin's departing ship, and I have little or no admiration for a man who does not fight his own war. Hurtado has turned out to be too wishy-washy, too afraid to talk definite issues. I do feel, however, that he is a sincere candidate who honestly wants the best for Cal Poly. If he would be more forthright, and meet his own man instead of Plotkin's, he would have my vote.

The moderate candidate, Kevin O'Connor, raises mixed feelings. Of the five, I feel his work for the school this year has been the most productive, yet I'm not sure that's his own merit. Although an ASI president must be sensitive to the needs of the students, he must be inarticulate in criticism, actions of opponents, and disagreements among subordinates. Event in the last couple of weeks have shown me that Kevin's backbone needs considerable strengthening before he will be able to handle the job of presidency.

Among the five, I would say that the choice comes down to Greg Fowler, Doug Jorgenson and Kevin O'Connor — but I can not support none of them whole heartedly.

Among the three vice- presidential candidates, I enthusiastically throw my support to Mike Hurtado. As I have already mentioned, in my opinion, over Fowler and Chappell, I just can't choose between them.

Mike Hurtado has had Old Man Experience backing him, but I question whether his experience is really worth all that much. His leadership of SAC this year has been part of their efficiency shortage, and a promotion to president may do nothing but cause greater problems. Hurtado is not afraid to say what he thinks, which can be an advantage, but he may be too outspoken for his own good. The ASI president must be a diplomat as well as a leader, and Hurtado fails the diplomatic test. On the other hand, he has some dynamic ideas for next year and the personality to go with them. I have no doubt that he will fulfill most of his promises, and that, if nothing else, he will not be an inactive leader.

Doug Jorgenson was originally my choice for endorsement, but my ideas have radically been changed by the way he has NOT run his campaign. He seems to believe that he'll be able to drill triumphantly into the office on Scott Plotkin's departing ship, and I have little or no admittance for a man who does not fight his own war. Hurtado has turned out to be too wishy-washy, too afraid to talk definite issues. I do feel, however, that he is a sincere candidate who honestly wants the best for Cal Poly. If he would be more forthright, and meet his own man instead of Plotkin's, he would have my vote.

The moderate candidate, Kevin O'Connor, raises mixed feelings. Of the five, I feel his work for the school this year has been the most productive, yet I'm not sure that's his own merit. Although an ASI president must be sensitive to the needs of the students, he must be inarticulate in criticism, actions of opponents, and disagreements among subordinates. Event in the last couple of weeks have shown me that Kevin's backbone needs considerable strengthening before he will be able to handle the job of presidency.

Among the five, I would say that the choice comes down to Greg Fowler, Doug Jorgenson and Kevin O'Connor — but I can not support none of them whole heartedly.

Among the three vice- presidential candidates, I enthusiastically throw my support to Mike Hurtado.
Campus events

- Editorial

Workers needed

Community gardens need volunteers to prepare three lots for the garden site. The work involves installing pipes and marking garden plots. Project development has begun on the Loy Oehl-Madonna Rd. and Last Chance Rd. sites. For further information and sign-ups call 546-2673, University Union Rm. 217.

- Campus events

**HILL**

**2-DAY SPECIAL**

**Mon & Tues May 6 & 7 after 5 p.m.**

**Spaghetti**

(2 for 1)

**garlic bread & choice of salad for 74.00**

**Green Leaf**

904 NIQUEA, BLD.

(A Across From Bank of America)

Mon. 11-1, 3:30-5

- Editorial

An open forum between Student Affairs Council candidates and students of the School of Communication Arts and Humanities will be held Tuesday at 10:30 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium of the University Union.

The forum will allow students a chance to meet with the candidates to discuss issues before the May 7 election. And will also speak on his own perspective of animation.

Clampett was also the originator of the famed Dentie and Cecil cartoons. Cecil, the Sea-Sick Sea Serpent, was born in Avila Beach when Clampett lived in San Luis Obispo at the time of his creation.

Tickets for the two-hour performance are available at the University Union office before 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. Admission is $11 for students and $15 for the general public.

For those who have the craving for hot food, MECGA, as part of their annual Cinco de Mayo celebration, is presenting a good old-fashioned Mexican luncheon.

The Chicanos student group will be serving 11:00 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday, May 5 in the West Dining Hall.

The menu for the luncheon will include rice enchiladas, chili rellenos, rice, beans, tortillas and sauce, coffee and punch.

David Sanches, head of Cal Poly's Ethnic Studies Department, will speak as well as entertain with traditional Mexican music. The Ballet Folklórico de Huachanul will also perform regional dances of Mexico.

I.D. cards here

Students who had photos taken during the registration period for Housing Quarter may pick-up their permanent I.D. cards in the University Union Plaza, May 5 and 6.

Students who had photos taken during the registration period for Housing Quarter may pick-up their permanent I.D. cards in the University Union Plaza, May 5 and 6.

Tickets will be available in advance at the University Union ticket office at $10.50 for students and $15 for all other. Tickets can be bought at the door.

The Political Action Club will sponsor a series of events during the month of May to acquaint the Cal Poly student body with the rising food crisis facing the world.

The Rev. Paul Süssnill from the last force on hunger will speak on "The Individual's Role in Fighting World Starvation" on Tuesday, May 6 at 7 p.m. in the Science Rm. E-27. The Canadian film, "Hunger" and a question and answer period will follow the lecture.

According to Bruce Orr, spokesman for the Political Action Club, a booth will be set up in the University Union Plaza on May 6, 7 and 8 and on May 15, 16 and 17 to answer student's questions about the food shortage problem.

Orr said the club asks that people participating in meal plans at Cal Poly, Tropicana Village and Summer Glen sign up to fast on May 13 for one meal. He said students can sign up in the plaza between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. until May 8. The money usually spent for three meals will be donated to the Direct Relief Foundation in Santa Barbara.

The Direct Relief Foundation, a non-profit, nonsectarian and non-political organization was founded at the end of World War II. It provides medical help, food, clothing and money to persons in need of aid throughout the world.

Nick Robertson, who is associated with UNICEF, will speak about the food crisis Thursday, May 15 at 11 a.m. in the plaza.

During his speech, spectators can look at menus and order what "they don't want to eat." The money they don't spend for food can be donated to the Direct Relief Foundation.

- Editorial

Village for ASI President

May 7 or 8

Remember Mother May 11th with Cards and Gifts

SPECIAL SALE TABLE

* CRAFTS * RECORDS

* GIFTS * T-SHIRTS

EL CORRAL

One of two kind Sale

Sneakers - clothes - gifts - sundries - books etc.

EL CORRAL

- ADVERTISEMENT

EXPERIENCED • STRAIGHT FORWARD • DYNAMIC

GREG FOWLER for ASI President

- Sponsored content
UCLA captures championship

by LINDA GILL

Many familiar and well known faces were not to be beaten this season. The Mustangs placed first in eight events, enrolling a total of 46 points.

Mustangs finish fifth in occd

Diego State, second, with 75 total pulled through once again (or the Mustangs placed fifth in nationals in Corvallis, Oregon this month, said she didn't let her

Julie Brown, UCLA, won the event with a time of 11.0 and placed first. Ms. Anna Biller from USC, Ms. Biller's time was 11.3. Jani Rouda, another Poly team member who is traveling to Oregon this month, broke her own Cal Poly record for the 800. Her new mark of 2:20.0 broke her old mark of 2:28.3 which she had set April 25, 1975. Ms. Rouda, a sophomore Physical Education major, placed fifth in the event on Saturday with a time of 2:30.5. Another Mustang likely missed the qualifying standard for the nationals. Colleen Benedict placed second in the long jump with a distance of 17.2.

One more inch and the junior from Bakersfield would have been traveling to Oregon with Rouda and Benedict. The qualifying standard was 17.1. Ms. Benedict broke the old Poly record. Her new mark beat her own record of 16.11 which she set April 11, 1975. The 880 Medley Relay team of Barbara Daverson, Leslie Johnson, Benedict, and Rouda broke the Poly record of 1:57.3, set in 1970, with a time of 1:55.4. The Mustangs placed fifth in the event.

UCSC's team broke the SCWIAC record for the event with a time of 1:50.0 with a first place finish of 1:57.3.

All-American Kathy Schmidt, who competed in the 1972 Olympics, participated in Saturday's meet.

Ms. Schmidt, whose personal best for the javelin is 197 feet, broke the SCWIAC record of 195.10 with a distance of 176.5.

Monteiss Driscoll, team member from UCSD, broke the SCWIAC record for the discuss by 17.37 this season.

INTIMATES IN MIND

THI CANDIDATE

VOTE May 7-8

Send Her the Perfect Gift: A Spring Bouquet from San Luis Floral & Gift Shop

Come in or call 544-8144
We can wire Mom flowers anywhere in the nation.

San Luis Floral & Gift Shop
1120 Marsh, B.L.O.